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Abstract. A method of 3-D optical metrology based on a triangulation
system using holographic axilens to increase the depth-measuring range
without any decrease in the axial or the lateral resolution is presented.
The element is designed according to an analytic ray-tracing optimiza-
tion approach and is recorded as a computer-generated hologram. A
sixfold increase in the depth-measuring range is experimentally obtained
while nearly diffraction limited light spots are completely maintained.
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1 Introduction

The increasing demand for noncontact surface displa
ment and profile measurements has already led to the
velopment of several electro-optical systems. These
tems incorporate interferometry methods, spec
detection, Moire´ deflectometry,1 stereo vision, focus erro
detection,2 time of flight, and structured ligh
triangulation.3,4 Noncontact electro-optical measuring sy
tems are advantageous over those using mechanical se
due to their relatively high speed and nondestructive ca
bilities.

The structured light triangulation method is the mo
widespread and is suitable for industrial applications in t
it offers a simple and robust 3-D measurement. Structu
light triangulation systems determine distance by project
light from a source onto an object and imaging the result
illumination pattern onto a detector. Knowing the positi
of the image on the detector, the lateral separation betw
the detector lens and the light source, and the projec
angle of the source enables determination of the distanc
the object. Sequential measurements at different coo
nates on the object lead to a full 3-D image of the obj
surface.

The simplest structured light system projects a sin
point of light from the source onto an object. The point
then imaged on lateral-effect photodiodes or a linear ar
as the detector. This imaging is done point by point un
the surface is scanned completely. This 3-D measurem
procedure can be inexpensive and has a high resolutio

Unfortunately, the conventional light triangulation sy
tems cannot simultaneously achieve a large dep
measuring range and high horizontal resolution. This is
because the conventional optical lenses that are inco
rated in these systems cannot, at the same time, pro
both long focal depth and high lateral resolution. Spec
cally, a high lateral resolution requires high numerical a
ertures, whereas a large depth of focus requires low
merical apertures. Thus, in general, there is a trade
132 Opt. Eng. 42(1) 132–136 (January 2003) 0091-3286/2003/$15
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between range of depth and lateral resolution. Mathem
cally, the combination of Abbe’s formula for lateral resol
tion (1/Dx), where Dx is the spot size, and Rayleigh’
formula for the depth of focusdF yields

dF5
k~Dx!2

l
, ~1!

wherel is the wavelength of the light, andk is a constant
number between 1 and 6, depending on the exact de
tions of Dx anddF and on the wavefront apodization.

A common trade-off approach is to use a relatively lar
spot, the center of which can be determined, with mu
higher accuracy than the spot size, by complicated num
cal techniques. Unfortunately, this approach is highly s
sitive to local changes in the reflectivity or the shape of
object~e.g., short radius of curvatures cannot be adequa
dealt with!.

A novel single-point triangulation system has been d
veloped based on an aspherical holographic optical elem
to achieve surface mapping with a high depth-measur
range and good vertical and horizontal resolution. We
vestigated special aspheric holographic elements that
have an arbitrarily long focal depth as well as a high late
resolution. This element essentially combines the proper
of the long focal depth of an axicon5,6 and the high energy
concentration of a conventional spherical lens, which h
been called an axilens.7 The design procedure of the axilen
is based on an analytic ray-tracing approach.8

In this paper, we present a theoretical and experime
investigation of the 3-D optical profilometry, demonstratin
a sixfold increase in the depth-measuring range wh
nearly diffraction limited light spots were completely mai
tained. Our experiments yield 3-D surface measureme
with lateral and depth optical resolutions of,0.6 mm for a
depth of focus of about 60 mm, resulting in.105 resolving
depth steps.
.00 © 2003 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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2 Design Procedure of the Profilometer Using
the Axilens

The operation of our triangulation optical profilometry u
ing a holographic axilens is described with reference to F
1. A collimating lens system forms a plane wave from t
laser source that is focused by the holographic axilens to
extended focal depthDF. An object with a maximum
height difference smaller than the extended focal depth
the axilens, is placed in the region of the focused light. T
object intersects the light, and the intersection point is th
imaged with an off-axis configuration~at an angleu from
the illumination optical axis! to a 1-D or 2-D CCD camera
The data that are detected by the CCD camera are displ
on a monitor and processed by the computer to give
intersection point in virtually real time. After a single poin
is detected, a computer-controlled stepper motor shifts
object to get another point, and so on, until a complete 3
profile of the object is obtained.

The design of the holographic axilens was optimiz
with an analytic ray-tracing approach.8–10 To find the nec-
essary grating functionfh for the holographic optical ele
ment, it is most convenient to find its grating vector fir
This is best done by exploiting the propagation vectors
the input and output wavefronts. The normalized propa
tion vectors, which can be regarded as the direction cos
of the input (K̂ i) and output (K̂o) rays, can be written as

K̂ i5(l/2p)¹f i , K̂o5(l/2p)¹fo , and the normalized

grating vectorK̂h5(l/2p)¹fh , where¹ is the gradient
operator;f i andfo are the phases of the input and outp
wavefronts, respectively; andl is the wavelength of light.
The diffraction relation for the first diffraction order of th
holographic element can now be written asK̂ox

5K̂ i x

1K̂hx
, K̂oy

5K̂ i y
1K̂hy

, K̂oz
5(12K̂ox

2 2K̂oy

2 )1/2. The ele-

ment can thus be viewed as a combination of local grati
that change the direction of the incident rays of light a
cording to the diffraction relation.

To obtain long focal depth, the holographic axile
would be composed of zones, each having a different fo
length instead of a constant focal lengthf for the conven-
tional lens. By choosing these zones to be concentric ri

Fig. 1 Optical triangulation system with extended depth-measuring
range based on a holographic axilens.
d

s

l

with an infinitesimal width, the normalized grating vect
of the hologram can be expressed in circular symmetry b
1-D function as

K̂h~r !5
2r

@r 21 f ~r !2#1/2'
2r

f ~r !
, ~2!

assuming an incident input plane wave withK̂ i x
5K̂ i y

50,

wherer is the radial coordinate,f (r ) is a continuous func-
tion of the focal depth, and the preceding approximat
exists for a low effectivef-number. A general form for the
variable focal lengthf (r ) can be the following monotonic
function:

f ~r !5 f o1arb, ~3!

wherea, b, and f o are constants. For a positive constanta,
geometrical optics predicts that the focal range for an e
ment with the focal length of Eq.~3! will be f o,z, f o

1aRb, whereR is the radius of the element, so the e
tended focal depthDF5aRb.

The constantb depends on the desired intensity distrib
tion of the central peak. For example, if it is required th
the central peak throughout the focal range has unifo
intensity, then the area of each ring having a focal dista
betweenf and f 1d f should be the same. Since the area
such a ring isrdr , we can express this requirement as

d f ~r !52ardr . ~4!

Integrating Eq.~4! yields

f ~r !5 f o1ar2. ~5!

Equation~5! indicates that the requirement for uniform in
tensity distribution of the peak results inb52, so that
DF5aR2, is the extended measuring range depth.

Finally, the phase function of the axilens can be calc
lated by integrating the grating vector of Eq.~2! and sub-
stituting the desired focal length given by Eq.~5!. The grat-
ing function of the element is calculated by the relati
fh(r )5(2p/l)*K̂h(r )dr yields

fh~r !52
p

la
ln$2a@a2r 41~112 f oa!r 21 f o

2#1/212a2r 2

1112 f oa%>
2p

la
lnS r 21

f o

a D . ~6!

The approximation is valid fora fo@1. Note that the ana-
lytic phase function of the axilens given by Eq.~6! can be
improved by using it as an initial guess for an iterati
design procedure, such as the Gerchberg-Sax
algorithm.11

The enlarging factor of the focal depthMo is defined as
the ratio between the extended focal depth of the ho
graphic axilens and the monochromatic focal depthdF
56lF#

2 ~50% of the maximal intensity!, whereF# is the
f-number of the element. With this definition we get
133Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 1, January 2003
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Mo5
DF

dF
. ~7!

From a geometrical consideration, the resolvable depth
the system is given by

dz>
dximag

sinu
, ~8!

wheredximag is the resolvable lateral shift of the image
light ~the center! on the CCD. In general, the resolvab
lateral shift of the light is proportional to the imaged sp
itself, where the proportional constant depends on the
curacy required to determine the center of the image li
distribution. A commonly used merit function to characte
ize the performance of the optical profilometer is the nu
ber of resolving depth steps~NRD!:

NRD5
DF

dz
5Mo

dF

dz
. ~9!

Equation~9! indicates that, for our device, the NRD can
increased by a factor ofMo , compared with the conven
tional single spot triangulation system, while maintaini
the same lateral resolution.

3 Realization and Experimental Results

An automatic 3-D optical profilometer was designed, re
ized, and evaluated experimentally and theoretically for
acquisition and measurement of 3-D surfaces. For the
mination source a He-Ne laser was used at a waveleng
l5633 nm. The light emerging from the laser is expand
by using a 4-f system and is focused by the Axilens.

The parameters of the axilens was chosenR
512.5 mm, f o51220 mm, DF558 mm, and the wave
lengthl5633 nm. For the experiment, the axilens was
corded as a computer-generated hologram using the
type procedure.9,12 Then a binary mask described by th
grating function of Eq. ~6! was realized using high
resolution laser lithography. The amplitude transmission
such a Lee-type binary mask can be derived as

t~x,y!5Us@cos~fh!2cos~pq!#, ~10!

whereUs is the unit step function defined by

Us~h!5H 1, h>0

0, h,0
,

and whereq is the duty cycle of the grating, which wa
chosen as 0.5. To separate the diffraction orders, a lin
phase term of 2p sin(ux)/l was added to the axilens pha
function of Eq. ~6!. The off-axis angleux was chosen as
0.05 rad, wherex is one of the transverse coordinates.

To test the experimental arrangement of the profilom
ter, a series of measurements was performed on a flat
ject, placed at an angle so as to include the entire fo
range in the measurements. First, the intensity cross se
distributions of the reflected light were measured at sev
different locations along the focal range from the beginn
134 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 1, January 2003
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of the focal range,z5 f o51220 mm, to the end of the foca
range,z51280 mm. These measured intensity distributio
were then compared with calculated values. For the sim
lation, the intensity distribution at any plane along thez
axis was calculated by numerically solving the Fresnel d
fraction integral:

I ~z,r !5S 2p

lz D 2U E
0

R

exp$ i2p@r 82/2lz2f~r 8!#%

3J0~2prr 8/lz!r 8 dr 8U2

, ~11!

wherer denotes the radial position at the plane, andJ0 is
the zero-order Bessel function. The experimental image
the spot size as well as the measured and the calcul
cross sections are presented in Fig. 2. As is clearly evid
there is good agreement between the calculated and
measured intensity cross sections. Moreover, these re
show that a diffraction-limited spot size of approximate
Dx>40mm at FWHM is maintained throughout the foc
range. Note that the sidelobes for the intensity distribut
of the axilens are higher than for an Airy pattern that wou
be obtained with a spherical lens. The intensity distribut
at any plane along thez axis was also measured and calc
lated. Figure 3 shows the normalized intensity distributi
along thez axis I (z,r 50) in the focal range of the axilens
For comparison, we present the corresponding distribu
for a spherical holographic lens, which has the same a
ture and focal distance of 1250 mm,F#550. As we can
observe, the depth of focus is approximately six tim
greater for this axilens than for the spherical lens. Note t
the absolute peak intensity is lower for the axilens. T
intensity distribution of the conventional system is signi
cantly broad beyond the focal depthdF>6lF#

2>10 mm,
therefore the enlarging factor of the focal depth given
Eq. ~7! is Mo>6. The improvement of the axilens approa
is clearly evident.

To determine the object resolvable depth of the syst
with the holographic Axilens, it is necessary to scan
object with a known surface topography and compare

Fig. 2 Measured (circles) and calculated (solid curve) normalized
intensity cross sections at several distances along the focal range
for the holographic axilens. The inset shows the experimental im-
aged spots for three distances from the axilens: (a) z51245 mm,
(b) z51260 mm, (c) z51275 mm.
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measured results with the given surface. This was achie
with a flat object~a high-quality laser mirror! placed at an
angle. The measured profile is shown in Fig. 4. For t
measurement a 12-bit digital-cooled CCD camera, 12
31224 pixels~Sensicam, PCO Computer Optics BMbH!,
and the centroid~center of gravity! algorithm were used to
detect the center of the imaged spot.13,14The calculation of
the centroid, which is the first moment of the imaged inte
sity distribution of the intersection point, is given byx̄ j

5((
i
I i j xi j )/((

i
I i j ), where I i j is the intensity value mea

sured in pixelxi j , andx̄ j is the coordinate of the centroid
The occurrence of error due to the discrete structure of
information can reach much below the CCD pixel size. T
root mean square~rms! deviation of the measured resul
from the expected linear line was,0.6 mm. These results
indicate that, for our lateral and depth resolutions ofdx

Fig. 3 Measured (dots) and calculated normalized intensity distribu-
tion as a function of the axial distance around the depth-measuring
range for the axilens and the calculation for a spherical holographic
lens.

Fig. 4 Section of a measured profile of a flat object. Also shown is
the expected object profile. The inset shows the deviation from a
linear fit as a function of the object location.
d

>dz>0.6mm (u5p/2), and for the extended depth me
suring range ofDF>58 mm @according to Eq.~9!#; the
NRD is seen to be>105.

Finally, the profilometer used real-time software f
reading the data from the CCD camera and processing
center calculations, so the time to complete a full 3-D sc
of the object’s surface was determined by the speed of
stepper motor. Figure 5 demonstrates, for example, the
surface topography of an rf aluminum antenna pla
formed by a computer numerical control~CNC!, which was
obtained using the advanced method. The experimenta
sults indicate that it is possible to measure a large dept
range without any decrease in the horizontal resolution
utilizing an axilens.

4 Conclusions

A method for a triangulation system based on the use o
holographic axilens with a large depth-measuring ran
without any decrease in the axial or the lateral resolut
was described. The experiments yield 3-D surface meas
ments with lateral and depth optical resolutions of,0.6
mm, for a depth of focus of about 60 mm, resulting in 15

resolving depth steps.
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